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ADVANCES IN IMAGING WITH TRERMAL NEUTRONS* 

Peter E, V anier and Leon Forman 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Upton, New 

ABSTRACT 

Experiments have been conducted using a modern high- 
resolution 3He twodim&d pition-Sensitive detection 
chamber combined with coded apertlnes to produce images 
by means of thermal neutrons. These images are 
comparable to those prdluced by gamma ray imaging, but 
with some impcntant diffeatnces. The deteuor is much Less 
sensitive to the fast neutrons than to the thermalized 
component. Therefore, assuming that the neutron source 
has a fmion spectrum, the brightest regions in an image 
represent moderating material in close proximity to the 
source, rather than the source itself. ~arlier experiments1 
have shown that useful contrast can be produced with 
thermal neutrons using thin masks made of metallic Cd 
sheet, but the resolution in those experiments was detector- 
limited at a few centimeters per pixel. The newer detector 
can resolve a line image with a fwhm resolution of about 
1 mm. The technique auld in principle be used inre-entry 
vehicle on-site inspections to count multiple nuclear 
warheads. Thermal neutrons carry no detailed spectral 
information, so their detection should not be as intrusive as 
g- imagiIl& 

INTRODUCTION 

MOTIVATION The ability to form images with thennai 
neutrons opens doors to many useful applications in the 
field of arms control and nuclear nonproliferation. First 
among these woddbethev~catiionofthenumbefand 
positions of warheads deployed in multiple re-entry 
vehicles. In such cooperative monitoring scenarios, the €act 
that the number of pixels in the coded aperhae mask limits 
the spatial resolution for a given camera length helps to 
redm concerns about mhusiveness. Neutron imagiig may 
also tum out to be useful in the dismantlement ptocess and 
for verification of the contents of sealed containm. 0th- 
possible applications include the determination of the 
location, size and shape of solid aepoSits held up in gaseous 

in-leaking air. In an active mtemgation mode, the deteaor 
could also be combined with a portable neutron source to 
produce images of moderating materials, such as plastic 
explosives and land mines. 

dif€usion plants due to inadeqoate heating oc reactioas with 

York USA 

METHOD 

&A source of 
spontaneous fission such as 2 4 2 ~ ~  or 25% emits neutrons 
with a broad spectrum of energies peaking in the 1-6 MeV 

explosive near to the fmh source can reduce the energies 
of a significant fraction of these neutrons to thermal 
energies less than 1 eV. In the case of hold-up of m6, 
some neuvons are produced by F(a,n) reactions. Tbese are 
less energetic than those produced by fission, and a 
measurable percentage of them should reach thermal 
energies after passing through large masses of solid 
deposits. If these thermal neutrons are then emitted into the 
air, they can travel in straight l i e s  several tens of meters 
without much attenuation or scattering. Hypothetically, a 
pinhole mask could be used to cast on a detector array an 
i n v d  image of the objects from which the neutrons last 
scattered. Thete are difficulties in forming such an image 
with the energetic neutrons, because the mask would have 
to be tens of centimeters thick in order to stop half of the 
energetic neutrons which missed the pinhole. However, the 
thermalized neutrons can be stopped by resonant capture in 
materiaIs such as Cd with less than 1 mm thickness. Since 
3He - based neutron deteaors are most sensitive to thermal 
neutrons, they can be combined with Cd masks to form 
images with the thermal neutrons even though a much 
larges flux of mergetic neutrons is transmitted through the 
mask and the detector array. A major limitation to this 
capabiity is due to the intermediate energy, or epithermal 
component ofthe m u m  flux which is not absorbed by the' 
Cd bat has a measurable pobability of detection in the 3He 
detector. In practice, the Cd mask is not in the form of a 
single pinhole, but consists of multiple rectangular 
apemnes arranged in a mathematidy prescribed way to 
form a uniformly redundant amy,  M URA (Reference 2). 
Such an array has 5096 openarea, whichmaximkstherate 
of acquiring an image with the thermal neutrons. The 
pattern of a 31 X 29 URA which was used in these 
experiments is shown in Figure 1. 

range. Multiple Scattetln ' 8 in low-Z materials Such a~ plastic 

DETECTOR CHAMBER High-resolution position- 
sensitive neutron detectors have been developed in the 
Instrumentation Division at BNL for low-energy neutron- 
Scatrering studies of molecular structures (see Refmnce 3). 

* Work performed under the auspices of USDOE contract DE- 
ACO2-76CHooO16 



FIGURE 1. UNIFORMLY REDUNDANT 
ARRAY OF APERTURES ARRANGED IN 
&FOLD MOSAIC OF 31 X 29 PATTERN 

Devices of this type have achieved a spatial resolution of 
300 pm. They exhibit a high degree of spatial linearity, 
stability and uniformity of response. These detectors 
consist of 3 layers of wire arrays (2 cathode planes on either 
side of an anode plane) suspended in high pressUte 3He. 
The readout electronics include multiple hybrid 
preampfifiers and a specialized circuit which locates the 
centroid ofthe cbarge collected fmm ea& event. The x and 
y cOOzdinateS of the event are transfermi to the digital 
circuits as start and stop timing pulses, the intervals 
between which are digitized by a multichannel time-to- 
digital converter card in a CAMAC crate. The crate is 
controlled by a Macintosh computer which is used to 
display the raw data and the recoasnuaed images. Far most 
of the expeximental results presented in this papet, count 
rates were limited to about lOcounts/s by the data transfers 
between the aa@ and the computer, but considerable 
increases in count mtes up to 600 counts/s are possible 
with therecent additionof an auxiliary list sequencingaate . 
amtroller. 

it is possible thata smaU source might be located such that 
it could produce a high intensity only near an edge or a 
coraerofa pixel in the final image. This intensity would 
then bc shared by two or four pixels, and might be 
indistinguishable from background fluctuations. With 1 8  
pixel adjustments in both dimensions, it is possible to 
optimize the number of counts in a single pixel by 
interactive choices of the x- and y- offsets. 

Once the images are reconsmrcteQ it is possible to apply 
various image processing techniques to enhance the 
visibility of objects of interest One such technique is 
nearest-neighbor averaging, which tends to smooth out 
random fluctuations, and can emphasize objects whose 
images ate larger than one pixel but also can reduce the 
contrast of a real object whose image is limited to a single 
pixeL These viewing functions were performed on a Power 
Macintosh 8100 computer using the public domain NlH 
Imageprogram(Reference4). 

RESULTS 

poINT.sp€ FITNC'IKU To demonstrate the spatial 
resolution of the detector, as well as the image contrast 
achievable with the Cd mask, a 31 x 29 coded aperture with 
5 mm pixels was placed as close to the detector as possible, 
Le., in contact with the front flange bolt heads. A source 
was placed in a PGVaffur thennalizer at a distance of300 cm 
in order to cast a sharp shadow of the mask on the deteuor. 
The raw data which was acquired is displayed in F'igure 2, 
where the dark areas represent higher counts of neutrons 
transmitted through the apertures. The fmest features of the 
mask are clearly visible, although subject to counting 
statistics, indicating that the resolution of the detector is 
entirely adequate for this mask geometry. 

c 

BTNNING Thetimingpulses 
were digitized with a precision of 1 part in uloo, but before 
the data wefe stored the counts wexe binned into larger 
intervals whdch were adjusted so that the image of one tiIe 
of the mask mosaic would match an m of 248 x 232 
intervalsinthestoredbins. Thismeantthatforeachpixel 
of the 31 x 2 9  mask, if it were placed on the face of the 
detector and illuminated by a distant neutron source, there 
would be an 8 x 8 array of stored intensities. The advantage 
of such over-sampliing is that, after the data is recorded, 
adjustments in the alignment of the source, mask and 
deteaor can be accomp~kd m software in order to produce 
the optimum image. Without this fieedom of adjustment, 

FIGURE 2. RAW DATA COLLECTED WITH 
MASK CLOSE TO FACE OF DETECTOR, 

WlTH SCALE MARKS INDICATING A UNIT 
CELL OF THE MASK MOSAIC 
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SOURCES Theneutron 
imaging system was shown to be capable of locating a 
source of thennal neutrons at a distance of 20 m with the 
mask placed 30 cm from the detector. The resulting image, 
containing 5300 counts is shown in Hgure 5. If the soc~ce 
is divided in two parts, separated by a sufficient distance, the 
two weaker sources can be resolved as in Figure 6. 
However, the intensity of each component of the scene is a 
factor of 2 lower while the random fluctuations in the 
background remain the same for the same total n u m k  of 
counts. As the number of objects in the scene increases, it 
becomes more difficult to discern them from the 
background, and it becomes necessary to count for longer 
periodstoobtainadequatestatistics. 

Furthex examples of images obtained with multiple sources 
are shown in Figures 7 and 8, which are depicted in this 
paper as grey scale images, but can be displayed on a color 
monitor or urinter in false color, showinn. for examDle, the 
most in& regions as red and the low &tensity egio& as 
blue. It is clear that images of this sort provide more 
infomation than can be obtained with traditional neutron 

FIGURE 3. RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE 
OBTAINED FROM DATA IN FIGURE 2 

counting methods, in which arrays of 3He tubes are 
en;lbedbed in large amounts of moderating material so as to 
maximizetheadlectionefficiency~ 'Lhosemethodsprovide 
little OT no M m f i t y  of information on inhomogeneity 
in the source of the neutrons. 

The image shown in Figure 3, obtained by applying the 
reconstruction algorithm to this data file gives an 

function of the system. A single pixel contains most of the 
signal of interest, amounting to approximately NAO, where 
N is the total number of counts in the image. The rest of 

empirically de- approximation to the Point spread 

the picture appears to be small ran&m fluctuations with a 
standad deviation of the order of dN, which is expected by 
Poisson statistics. A 3-D view of this image (Figure 4) 
shows the size of the signal relative to the surrounding 
f l U U l I a t i r n  

FIGURE 5. RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE 
OBTAINED WITH SINGLE SOURCE AT 20 M FIGURE 4. 3-D PROJECTION OF DATA 

FROM FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 6. IMAGE OBTAINED WITH TWO 

ARATED BY 45 CM VIEWED AT A 
DISTANCE OF 300 CM 

15-CM DIAMETER MODERATORS SEP- 

u 

FIGURE 7. IMAGE OF THREE 7-CM 
DIAMETER SOURCES SEPARATED BY 

ABOUT 45 CM RESOLVED AT A DISTANCE 
OF 300CM 

IMAGE OF FOUR SOURCES 
RESOLVED 

When combined with other measurements, the information 
obtained by neutron imaging may be useful in modeling the 
details of the cmf$yrarion of a source, and my allow more 
reliable estimates to be made of inventories of nuclear 
materials. In some situations, present methods may make 
the assumption that material is uniformly distributed in 
some volume, but neutron imaging may indicate a 
amcentration in cerrain locations. This infomation could 
atso be useful for considexations of criticality. 

O U R B  The 
source of the neutrons does not have to be embedded in the 
moderator, since the t h d  neutrons radiate i s o ~ i c a l l y  
fmn the moderating material, regardless of the direaions of 
thc original energetic neutrons. Therefore, a portable 
tission~oTaccelemtor-basedneu~generatoroouk+ 
be used to flood an area with energetic neutrons and an 
image could be famed by means ofthe refurning thexmal 
neatrons. Fa example, one might be able to locate land 
mines buried in sand using such images. A test of this 
application was performed by burying a 2.5 an thick square 
of polyethylene below 3 cm of sand and placing the 25vf 
swrce on the surface of the sand. After an image was 
mded, the plastic was removed and a second image of the 
sar.td was acquired for the same couuthg period. The 
resulting images are shown in Figure 9a and 9b. 

SUMMARY 

A new tool is beiig developed for possible use in the areas 
of nucleat materials management and anns control. The 
advantage of imaging over traditional neutron counting is 
that positional and configurational information is 
obtainable. One advantage over gamma-ray imaging is that 



no specaoscopy is involved, so that neutmn counting is 
less intrusive and more likely to be used in a ooopexative 
monitoring agreement. 'Ihe device may be used m apassive 
mode to view modezated neutron sources or in an active 
mode where an external mum of neutrons is necessary to 
i l l ~ t e ~ € h g ~ *  

I la I 
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FIGURE 9 IMAGES OF SAND PRODUCED 
USING EXTERNAL NEUTRON SOURCE: 
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